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Here's a book about Paris that's seriously streetwise! Let Marco and Amelia, our Lonely Planet

explorers, take you off the tourist trail and guide you on a journey through Paris you'll never forget.

This book is perfect for anyone who has been to Paris, plans to go there or is just interested in

finding out more about this amazing city! Discover Paris's best-kept secrets, amazing stories and

loads of other cool stuff from the comfort of your own home, or while out and about in the city. Find

out where you can ride a dodo, how to paint the Eiffel Tower, where Paris keeps its historic

underpants and lots more! For ages 8 and up. Contents:  Expect the Unexpected In, On and Over

The Water Paris by the Nose City Shapes The World's Smoochiest City? Off With Their Heads Up

With The Emperor Sporty Paris Paris on a Plate Rumblings Under the Streets Paris, C'est Chic

Paris on the Prowl It Happened First in Paris Paris by Paintbrush Cops and Robbers Ghostly, Grim

and Grisly Paris Magic Rats, Cats and a Hunchback Paris After Dark Also available: London City

Trails, New York City Trails. About Lonely Planet Kids: From the world's leading travel publisher

comes Lonely Planet Kids, a children's imprint that brings the world to life for young explorers

everywhere. With a range of beautiful books for children aged 5-12, we're kickstarting the travel bug

and showing kids just how amazing our planet can be. From bright and bold sticker activity books, to

beautiful gift titles bursting at the seams with amazing facts, we aim to inspire and delight curious

kids, showing them the rich diversity of people, places and cultures that surrounds us. We pledge to

share our enthusiasm and love of the world, our sense of humour and continual fascination for what

it is that makes the world we live in the diverse and magnificent place it is. It's going to be a big

adventure - come explore!
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This book caught my eye on the â€œNew Booksâ€• table at my local library. I thought it would be

good for my nine year old as she is learning French and this looked like an interesting cultural book

to complement her learning. I started flicking through some of the pages and found myself

immersed in the streets of Paris discovering museums, bridges, cafÃ©s and even cemeteries!The

book contains nineteen themed trails through Paris. Each trail has a number of stops with some

information about each location. Some of the locations are well-known, such as the Eiffel Tower and

Notre Dame Cathedral, while others are somewhat obscure, but all were fascinating. These trails

had every possible interest covered, from food journeys, sport, and art to romance, history and

magic.The layout and content are superbly presented, with short bursts of texts, interspersed with

plenty of photos and coloured illustrations throughout. There are also fact boxes and extra tidbits

around the main text. I really liked the illustrations, which included the two kiddy guides, Marco and

Amelia. You can spot this pair participating in various activities along the trails. All of the illustrations

were bright, colourful and clear; some were quite funny too.Iâ€™ve never wanted to go to Paris as

badly as I do right now! I would love to follow these trails and experience all of the incredible sights,

sounds, smells and tastes Iâ€™ve discovered in Paris City Trails. It may be aimed at children, but I

thoroughly enjoyed it. I highly recommend it for anyone planning to travel to Paris with children (and

anyone just dreaming of it!)Paris City Trails is suitable for middle primary school students and up.
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